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Effective processes for your company

The Quentic Core is the foundation not only for your environmental protection and safety
policies, but also for all additional Quentic modules. You can visualize company structures,
involve employees and create corporate data that is consistent and available from anywhere
in the company. Quentic is based on common HSE standards — officially approved.
Visualize company structures in detail
Management of documents and actions
Easily manage user and access rights
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Coordinate data flow
Quentic helps you avoid redundancies in the company workflow; data is saved centrally and, by using links, can be
made available to all parties concerned. With the Quentic Core, you can record sites, equipment, departments,
employees and positions. Links to detailed information can easily be established and remain transparent and automatically up to date. This is effective data management at its best!

Pinpoint improvements
Improve your CIP with Quentic. Identify necessary corrective and preventive actions via cause analyses, easily carried
out in a specific component. The responsibilities for all activities are clearly assigned, ensuring that every person
involved can keep track of their tasks. You can easily get an overview of the implementation progress and can be
automatically informed about deadlines and meetings via email. Implemented improvements can be measured with
regard to both quality and quantity.

Keep documents at hand and up to date
You can make important documents available to your colleagues by using the integrated document management
system. Version control simplifies the entire process, from document creation to approval. Notifications, triggered
by required reviews, ensure that all documents stay up-to-date. This intelligent system also ensures that each user is
always accessing the most recent version of a document.

One system for all stakeholders
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Quentic enables every user to locate necessary information as quickly as possible. By using the access rights management, it is possible to determine which user can access which parts of the software, making it possible to include
environmental protection officers and occupational safety specialists, consultants and the executive board in one
single system. Quentic also generates sophisticated reports and tables with the push of a button, enabling you to
send information to external parties or supervisors.
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F E AT U R E S

Visualize your company structures

Document management system

Assess the site structure including all buildings, storage areas,
machines, consumption meters, etc.

Central document management

Visualize the organizational structure using departments,
individuals, positions and staffing
Keep track of external parties and organizations such as
suppliers, disposers, authorities
View a database of equipment and activities

Oversee management

Embedded document links make the software more user
friendly
Automatic reminder for up-to-dateness check of content
Easy-to-handle version control, convenient document
approval feature
Archiving in consideration of retention periods

System administration

Identify deviations and their reasons in detail via cause analyses
Organize corrective and preventive actions

Manage and regulate individual user access rights
Control basic settings, e.g. automatic email generation

Determine implementation deadlines and responsibilities,
automatically notifying involved parties via email
Record and monitor the implementation progress

Create reminders and monitor deadlines
Manage report templates

Monitor efficiency and track costs
Evaluate all achieved effects with regard to quality and quantity

Health & Safety

Online
Instructions

Risks & Audits

Processes

Quentic Core

Environmental
Management

Quentic App

Quentic—software made to order

Hazardous
Materials

Legal Compliance

Sustainability

Quentic supports your health & safety,
environmental, energy and sustainability
management. Featuring a module-based
structure, this online software can be used
in many different ways. Simply combine the
desired modules to create your individual
made-to-order tool.

Quentic Platform
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